
Do you enjoy devouring meat and fish? Watch out, this could cause you many risks in life! The reasons I 

am about to showcase to you are just some disadvantages of eating this appetizing food. These are 3 

reasons on why you should become a vegan. 

 

Firstly, consuming meat can cause many health problems. Did you know that you can develop cancer, 

heart disease, diabetes, and cholesterol if you digest this food? Also, fish contain lots of mercury, a 

substance which is dangerous towards the health of our bodies. Eating vegetarian can prevent asthma, 

diabetes, cancer, heart disease, hypertension and arthritis. It is also a great way to practice your diet as 

you must sustain from consuming particular foods, similar to a diet. A survey showed that in an ideal 

life, many wish to have the power of no diseases. While that is impossible, veganism shows that we can 

almost achieve that dream. 

 

Secondly, many defenseless and innocent animals get killed in pain, just to supply someone with food. 

While some may argue that it is vital and that we need to control animal population, if we keep slaying 

these poor animals, the whole society will collapse! Farmers will not have enough food to sell as they 

have no animals, and many people will starve consequently to defeating too many vulnerable animals. 

We have no right to do this horrible act, animals have the same right as humans! 

 

Lastly, studies have shown that 90% of people that are vegetarian will gain longer lives. While many 

argue that there is still a chance you won’t gain a longer life, it is still worth the risk. Vegetarianism is a 

practice that has been passed down for generations in India. Over 70% of vegan population are Indians, 

and many people encourage others to try this tradition. Many benefits such as weight loss, reduced risk 

of disease and longer life are some key points and important advantages that very vital veganism 

provides you with. 

 

Therefore, many must try being vegan to enhance their life will many rich and highly important benefits 

in life. We must stive to become healthy humans and save the world by being vegetarian. 

Great choice in choosing a rhetorical question as your intro!

provide a credible fact with its source to strengthen this.

rephrase this

Good job in submitting your work on time! First off I can truly see the clear flow of your ideas from introduction to conclusion. I also noticed that you provided factual evidences to strengthen your standpoint but you missed one element-- the COUNTERARGUMENT. Other than that, you must also provide factual evidences to information that is vital, such as the one with fish containing mercury. Work on these aspects and your piece will be perfect! Nevertheless, good work!
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